The Novo ShareNet cloud platform, is a powerful web and mobile information management system to help you track, share and report on information in more productive ways. ShareNet Apps are designed to simplify work.

Key Benefits:

- **Increases Employee Productivity**
  - Each ShareNet App can be accessed from a desktop/laptop computer OR from an App on their Mobile device. This gives employees access to information when and where they need it to get their work done quickly and efficiently.
  - ShareNet can be integrated with a wide variety of systems reducing redundant data entry.

- **Provides Organizational Oversight** - Powerful Reporting and Dashboard Analytics give executives and departmental managers the ability to summarize data in multiple ways. Custom Reports and Charts can easily be created and added to the Dashboard.

- **Improved Compliance and Control** - All record changes are logged so managers can see what was changed, who made the change and when it was made.

- **Adapts as your Needs Change** – ShareNet Apps can easily be modified with Custom Fields, Data Entry Forms, Record Lists, Email Templates and Work Flows.

- **Easy to Learn & Use** - Consistent web and mobile interfaces allow easy navigation between ShareNet Apps. Video Tutorials and User Guides help users quickly learn the system.

- **Fast and Easy Implementation**
  - Quickly import existing data (i.e. Assets, Contacts, etc.) with the built in Import Wizard.
  - Being a cloud based solution, IT staff do not have to be involved in the installation and maintenance of the application.

- **Affordable** - ShareNet is priced to provide a fast Return On Investment. Different Editions and User Licensing models are available to work within most budgets.

- **Secure, Multi-Department Information Management**
  - User access can be limited by group (i.e. department) and by what they are allowed to do in that group (i.e. View only access, View and Update access, etc.).
  - All communication to and from the ShareNet Cloud Platform is encrypted over SSL.
  - In addition to industry standards of physical security and network firewalls, traffic to the ShareNet Platform is analyzed and malicious content is blocked before it ever reaches the firewall.
  - Data is backed up nightly, with transactional data backed up every 30 minutes.
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**ABOUT NOVO SOLUTIONS**

Novo Solutions provides innovative web and mobile solutions that simplify work by helping our clients organize and manage information to streamline business processes and reduce costs.

Since 1999 our focus has been to provide customer-driven web solutions that are robust and easy to implement and use. The scalable nature of our technology and pricing allows our products to be implemented in smaller organizations as well as across the enterprise in larger organizations.